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Summary  

The contribution deals with a method which can be a tool how to fulfill an effort declared in 
European Directive 2010/31/EU on the energy performance of buildings to build after 2020 
only passive houses, zero-energy buildings or active houses. Such buildings for their 
performance need quite significant portion of solar energy, so access to direct solar 
radiation is inevitable. The requirement of solar access could significantly influence existing 
way of urban design. Using the solar envelope method can be an answer how to insure 
adequate portion of solar energy. The paper contains some display of using this method – 
students' projects – from a scale of a building to organizing a space in a small settlement.  
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1 Introduction 

Ambition to build after the year 2020 in EU territory only buildings with extremely low 
energy consumption will increase a demand on ambient energy resources, mainly solar 
energy. Architects and town planners share an opinion that „future urban forms for city 
living will include urban forms and buildings that take advantage of solar energy; 
forms that interact with new technology; developments which enable accessibility and 
sustainable behaviour.” [2] This is a challenge to exploit our knowledge how to design and 
to build an individual solar house and shift this knowledge and skill towards designing and 
building extremely energy efficient urban complexes. To insure a solar access for each 
building means sine qua non to build sustainable urban structure. 

2 Solar rights 

To insure an exploitation of solar energy, a public recognition of access to solar radiation 
must be in power.  
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Despite of long development of outlooks on solar ethic and solar right this issue has 
been not closed up and is still very topical.1  

Nowadays in Slovakia relevant enactments which would completely cover the issue 
of solar access and insure an effective exploitation of solar energy through passive or 
active solar systems in dwelling and public buildings still absent. There are only acts 
defining minimum time of insolation and natural lighting for dwelling buildings.2 

3 Solar envelope as a tool to claim solar rights 

A relevant access to solar radiation is inevitable for efficient performance of solar energy 
systems. Under the solar energy system we understand solar collector, PV panel, other 
solar technology or structural elements of a building (south elevation, window, greenhouse, 
sun space, conservatory et al.). Major task of the elements is collection, storage and 
distribution or transformation of trapped solar energy. 

Town planning documents taking into account solar enactment should contain 
following minimum requirements:  

▪ description of extent of solar radiation access expressed in measurable parameters: 
e.g. hours of direct access of solar radiation on critical surface in defined critical day;  

▪ description or graphical diagram containing limits for location and volume of 
buildings and for trees;  

▪ if necessary, to define conditions for constraints or preclusion of solar radiation access. 

This is an opportunity to use a solar envelope method, because offers to architects three-
dimensional diagram, which at the very beginning of design process defines limits for 
a future building, that the new building will not interfere its surroundings and other 
adjacent buildings. Solar envelope diagram has been derived on objective criteria which is 
unique for selected location and respects pre-programmed solar access. 

3.1 Method of the solar envelope 

Method of the solar envelope was published by professor Ralph Knowles in his book Sun 
Rhythm Form in 1981. The Solar envelope is a set of imaginary boundaries, enclosing 
a building site, that regulate development in relation to the sun's motion. Buildings 
designed and built within this envelope do not overshadow their surroundings during 
critical energy-receiving period of the day and year. The solar envelope is a construct of 
space and time: the physical boundaries of surrounding properties and the period for which 
access to sunshine is assured. The solar envelope provides architects and urban planners 
with a design analysis tool for understanding and implementing solar access to buildings 
for both passive and active systems, for solar heating, solar control, and day lighting. The 
solar envelope provides zoning for low-impact development and opens new aesthetic 
possibilities for both architecture and urban design. [3] 

                                                 
1 E.g. Codex Justinianus, Leges Duodecim Tabularum, De architectura libri decem, or in 1932 on the 4th 
International Congress of Architects had been declared a duty of architects to insure a „man's right to sun“. 
2 Standard STN 73 4301 Buildings for dwelling issued in 2005 in chapters 4.2 Sanitary specifications, 
environmental specifications on indoor climate and physical requirements on buildings and their building 
structures and 4.5 requirements on energy economy and thermal protection. 
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4 Study of the use the solar envelope method 

Professor Knowles from USC in Los Angeles introduced the method of solar envelope to 
the Faculty of Architecture in Bratislava during his stay as a Fulbright professor in 1993. 
Original Knowles' construction method has been simplified and adopted to Central Europe 
climatic and cultural conditions by professor Keppl with respect to selected parameters 
contained in STN 73 4301 Buildings for dwelling. Method has been integrated into 
curricula and professor Keppl works with this method in his design studio at Institute of 
sustainable and experimental architecture and on this topic cooperates with his assistant 
professors Ing. arch. K. Macháčová, PhD. and Ing. arch. L. Krajcsovics, PhD. To examine 
the whole possibilities of this method also users severity and weaknesses they tackled wide 
range scales from individual building site or a building to building complex and a part of 
a settlement. 

4.1 A spatial regulative for a design of multipurpose house in a vacant lot 

  
Fig. 1 Solar envelope and design of the building,  

Source: Melíšek, 2010 

To construct the spatial limits 
with respect of access of the 
sun and preventing casting 
a shadow on surrounding 
buildings or grounds has been 
the best examined method of 
use the solar envelope.  

 

4.2 A solar envelope in scale of a group of buildings 

The research task was comparison of the 
control limits given by local master plan and 
the control limits defined by solar envelope 
(SE). The results of the analyses:  

▪ Spatial limits within SE offers larger 
possible building volume. The period of 
solar access was one hour longer than is 
requirement of building standard;  

▪ The volume of SE changes according the 
orientation of a lot to cardinal points and 
uncovers lots with drawbacks (east–west 
orientation, narrow lot); 

▪ natural volume, high and shape accents 
originate in urban structure without any 
harmful influence on surroundings; 
attractive shape of an urban structure with 
human scale. 

 
Fig. 2 Urban structure clustered from  

solar envelopes. Photo: Macháčová, 2009 
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The hidden potential of the SE method consists in defining limits inevitable for intensive 
exploitation of solar energy and building passive or zero energy family houses.  

4.3 A solar envelope in scale of a settlement 

An experiment in a scale of a settlement. The starting point was the construction of the 
solar envelope for the whole area. Consecutive steps led to fine-drawn street pattern and 
smaller solar envelopes. After analyzing the quality of the physical environment students 
decided how to organize certain functions within the territory – social environment 
(dwelling, amenities, working areas, recreation, etc.). Orientation of streets meant 
a significant impact on shaping of solar envelopes and finally on shape of urban structure. 

 
Fig. 3 Steps and 3D model of the final urban structure. Source: Mihaľková, Martinkovičová, 2011 

5 Conclusion 

After years of our research on experiments with the solar envelope method can be 
approved that this method could be a powerful and efficient design tool either in design 
process of solar architecture (passive, zero-energy and active houses) or planning 
a building complexes, zones and settlements with significantly low energy consumption 
and very low greenhouse gases emission. It could be a tool how to design a sustainable 
architecture and sustainable cities. 
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